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LMF Sets
The Gold
Standard
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in Horse Feeds

Specifically formulated
for horses in the West
Bob Avila, AQHA World Champion Trainer & NRCHA Million
Dollar Rider, exclusively recommends LMF Horse feeds.
LMF Feeds Incorporated, a northwest-

Being ahead of the curve is an LMF tradi-

based company, had its beginning in Deer

tion. LMF Feeds was a leader in offering feeds

when two individuals in the banking busi-

that balanced with forages in the West to

Park, Washington during the late 1970s

in A (alfalfa) and G (grass/oat hay) formulas

ness, Marlin Statema and Lanny Clegg,

supply essential vitamins and minerals that

bought an irrigated crop farm. By 1981 a

are lacking in the Western diet. LMF Senior

small feed-milling operation was built.

Feed was the first to include glucosamine,

This was the humble beginning of LMF (Lan

and LMF was the first company to come out

Mar Farms) Feeds. As the mill continued to

with truly low nonstructural carbohydrate

grow, and recognizing the need for quality
horse feeds, LMF Feeds joined forces with
Kentucky Equine Research, an equine
research facility in Versailles, Kentucky.

As the popularity of LMF Feeds continued

formulated feeds, LMF Low NSC Complete

JoLinn Hoover of MJ Rising H Ranch; Champion Mountain Trail trainer and clinician. LMF
Feeds endorser. PHOTO: Flashy Horse Foto

to grow, greater demands were put on the
mill until it became overwhelming. This

cheap fillers or by-products, the LMF horse

with Aslin-Finch Feed Co. in Spokane, WA

feed lineup offers superior products with

and Farmers Warehouse in Keyes, CA. These

outstanding benefits. There are many feeds

two companies manufacture and distribute

that cost less per bag, but most LMF horse

LMF feeds for Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Wyoming,

Montana,

Nevada and Arizona.

feeds reduce feed cost because of lower

California,

daily intake.

Quality, value and respected technical

In 1998 Dr. Stephen Duren of Performance

support combine to offer you the best feed

Horse Nutrition, LLC took over the reins to

on the market. Visit www.lmffeeds.com for

continue providing LMF Feeds with advanced

information on our feeds, nutrition news

technology formulas that addressed the needs
of horses in the West. LMF is now a major force
in the western U.S. equine feed market.

No cheap fillers
or by-products
Using only the best ingredients, with no

was the beginning of LMF’s partnership

Utah,

and LMF Low NSC Stage One.

Amy Tryon, US Olympic Team Bronze Medal

and a dealer locator.

NWHS

Winner and Rolex Best Condition Winner.
LMF Feeds endorser. PHOTO: TIM POULSEN

LMF Feeds Incorporated 800-344-0563

